The multiverse nature of epithelial to mesenchymal transition.
The epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT) program is defined as a cellular transition from an epithelial to a mesenchymal state. This process occurs to provide the cell with new phenotypic assets and new skills to perform complex processes. EMT is regulated at multilayer levels, including transcriptional control of gene expression, regulation of RNA splicing, and translational/post-translational control. Although transcriptional regulation by EMT-inducing transcription factors (EMT-TFs), including Zeb, Snail and Slug members, is generally considered the master step in this process, emerging data indicate that all these regulatory networks may have a role in the control of EMT. There is a sort of parallelism between the biological and still unrevealed EMT complexity and the cosmological hypothesis that sustains the universe may exist as a multiverse. The presence of different EMT transition states together with the occurrence of multiple layers of regulation support the idea that EMT is just one on many out there. Is the activation of a single layer of regulation sufficient to initiate the whole EMT program? Can we postulate the activation of different EMT "dimensions"? If we think about these layers as multiple separate "universes", various scenarios can be revealed.